The time-dependent plasma discharge ionization region model (IRM) has been under continuous development during the past seven years and used in several studies of the ionization region of high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) discharges. In the present work, a complete description of the most recent version of the IRM is given, which includes improvements, such as allowing for returning of the working gas atoms from the target, a separate treatment of hot secondary electrons, addition of doubly charged metal ions, etc. To show the general applicability of the IRM, two different HiPIMS discharges are investigated. The first set concerns 400 µs long discharge pulses applied to an Al target in an Ar atmosphere at 1.8 Pa. The second set focuses on 100 µs long discharge pulses applied to a Ti target in an Ar atmosphere at 0.54 Pa, and explorers the effects when varying the magnetic field strength. The model results show that Al 2+ -ions contribute negligibly to the production of secondary electrons, while Ti 2+ -ions effectively contribute to the production of secondary electrons. Similarly, the model results show that for an argon discharge with Al target the contribution of Al + -ions to the discharge current is over 90 % at 800 V, while Al + -ions and Ar + -ions contribute roughly equally to the discharge current at 400 V. For high currents the discharge with Al target develops almost pure self-sputter recycling, while the discharge with Ti target exhibits close to a 50/50 combination of self-sputter recycling and working gas-recycling. For a Ti target, a self-sputter yield significantly below unity makes working gas-recycling necessary at high currents. In the discharge with Ti target the B-field was reduced in steps from the nominal value, which resulted in a corresponding stepwise increase in the discharge resistivity. * daniel.lundin@u-psud.fr † tumi@hi.is ‡ nils.brenning@ee.kth.se 2
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetron sputtering is a widely used tool that has been applied successfully by various industries for deposition of thin films and coatings for over four decades. The high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) discharge is an extension of this technique that provides ionized physical vapor deposition (IPVD) and has attracted much interest lately [1] [2] [3] . In HiPIMS, high power is applied to the magnetron target (cathode) in unipolar pulses at low duty cycle, while keeping the average power about two orders of magnitude lower than the peak power [2] . This results in a high plasma density (electron density) and a high ionization fraction of the deposited material. The high ionization fraction has opened up new ways to engineer thin films with improved properties, since it allows for controlling the energy and direction of the deposition species [1, 3] . This is a significant advantage over conventional dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS), where the sputtered material consists mainly of neutral species [1] .
The ionization region model (IRM), introduced by Raadu et al. [4] , is a flexible modeling tool for studying the plasma behavior during a HiPIMS pulse and the afterglow. The IRM is a zero-dimensional, time-dependent plasma chemical model of the ionization region (IR).
The IR is located in close vicinity of the target race track and observed as a dense, brightly glowing plasma, as demonstrated in Figure 1 . The model has so far been applied to study gas rarefaction and refill processes [4, 5] the loss in deposition rate [6] , the electron heating mechanism [7] and the onset of self-sputtering [8] in an argon HiPIMS discharge with Al target. For an argon discharge with Ti target, the temporal behavior of the argon metastable state has been investigated and compared to experiments [9] , along with exploring its role and importance in the ionization processes in HiPIMS [10] . More recently, the IRM has been extended to model a reactive Ar/O 2 HiPIMS discharge with Ti target by adding a reaction set for oxygen to the discharge model as well as adding the resulting extra oxygen-related surface processes [11, 12] . The IRM has also been adapted and applied to explore other types of discharges, such as the hollow cathode [13] .
The development of the IRM and the various versions used in earlier publications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] are reviewed and compared by Huo [15] . The purpose of the present work is to provide a complete and up to date description of the IRM in order for other researchers to develop their own versions, and continue the work on improving the understanding of the HiPIMS 3 FIG. 1: A separation of the sputtering magnetron discharge into regions based on the dominating physics. The sheath (SH) is defined by a substantial charge imbalance such that (n i − n e )/n e ≥ 1. The ionization region (IR) is where most of the ionization occurs. In the bulk plasma (BP), cross-B current transport of electrons from the IR to the anode plasma is the key process. In the anode plasma (AP) finally, the discharge current can close along the magnetic field to the anode and/or to the walls of the device [14] . The IR can be approximately identified with the extended presheath although, also in the BP, the need for cross-B electron transport can sustain an electric field. From Huo et al. [5] .
discharge as well as other types of materials processing plasma discharges. To this purpose we here give explicit equations and reaction data sets for the most recent version of the IRM, exemplify the types of results that can be obtained, and discuss the reliability of the model output. Furthermore, to show the general applicability of the IRM, we have applied the IRM to two series of HiPIMS experiments performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and the University of Liverpool, respectively. The former study uses an Al target and includes current densities at the cathode up to 3.75 A cm −2 , i.e. in a range where the self-sputtering mode is important [16] , while the latter study uses a Ti target and focuses on the effect of varying the magnetic field strength in the magnetron target vicinity [17] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a detailed description of the IRM where section II A discusses the terms that are included in the particle balance equations for 4 each particle and section II B discusses the power balance equations and the terms that are included in the power balance equations. The plasma chemistry including the reaction set and rate coefficients used in the model are discussed in section III. Section IV introduces the experimental data we explore here. Section V describes the fitting of the model to the experimental data and the sensitivity analysis performed for each data set. Section VI includes the model results and a discussion including comparison of a discharge with aluminum target and with titanium target as well as the effect of magnetic field strength.
Section VII finally gives a summary of the main findings.
II. THE IONIZATION REGION MODEL
Using the IRM the time evolution of neutral and charged species and the electron temperature in sputtering magnetron discharges can be calculated and explored further. The model is based on a separation of the discharge volume into separate regions defined by the dominating physics, as detailed in the caption of Figure 1 . The model is limited to the ionization region (IR), which, in the IRM, is defined as an annular cylinder with outer radii r c2 , and inner radii r c1 marking the race track region, and length L = z 2 − z 1 , extending from z 1 to z 2 axially away from the target. This is a volume averaged global model of the plasma chemistry and the model assumes only volume-averaged values over the whole IR volume for the electron, ion and neutral densities and the electron temperature. Geometrical effects are included indirectly as loss and gain rates across the boundaries of this annular cylinder to the target and the bulk plasma [4] . The temporal development is defined by a set of ordinary differential equations giving the first time derivatives of the electron energy and the particle densities for all the heavy particles. The electron density is found assuming quasi-neutrality of the plasma.
The model is constrained by experimental data input in the sense that it first needs to be adapted to an existing discharge (the geometry and the pressure, the process gas and target species, and a reaction set for these species), and then fitted to reproduce measured discharge current and voltage curves, I D (t) and U D (t), respectively. The fitting parameters are quantities for which accurate modeling is still beyond the range of what can be achieved.
Much of the early IRM model development was based on discharges with Al target [5, 6] , and for these two such model fitting parameters were found to be sufficient. One of these, U IR in the present IRM version, accounts for the power input to the electrons, and the other, β, accounts for the probability of back-attraction of ions to the target. The basic reason why these two quantities are so difficult to model is that they both depend on the rapidly varying, time-and space-dependent, electric forces acting on the charged particles within the spoke structures that are known to spontaneously arise in magnetron discharges [18] [19] [20] [21] . As the IRM is a volume averaged model and densities are averaged over the azimuthal direction and thus spatial variations in particle density and potentials (potential humps), that are associated with these spokes, are averaged out. Thus the results of the IRM should be taken as representing more of qualitative trends than giving quantitative values. Besides U IR and β, recent IRM-modeling with other target materials [11] has revealed that sometimes a third fitting parameter needs to be added to the list: the probability r of back-attraction of secondary-emitted electrons from the target. Also this parameter is extremely difficult to predict theoretically [22] [23] [24] . In the two discharges studied here the Al target needs only two fitting parameters, while the Ti target needs three. The analysis below will show the reason for this difference. The fitting process and the fitting parameters are further discussed in detail in section V. Some of the key variables in the model are listed in 
The two terms, R Generation,i and R Loss,j , respectively, are the reaction rates of the various generation and loss processes that are related to the plasma chemistry in the IR of species X. The reaction rate R j for a given reaction j in the volume is calculated as the product of 6 
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as a current fitting parameter. 7 the densities of the reactants and the rate coefficient k j of the reaction,
where n reactant,i is the density of the i-th reactant. The reaction rates in Eq. (1) can also describe additional generation and loss processes due to sputtering R n,sputt , neutral flux diffusion R n,diff , gas refill R g,refill , gas kick-out R g,kick−out , ion loss out of the IR or to surfaces R i,loss , and return of recombined positive gas ions R g,return from the target. Each term is discussed in detail in sections II A 1 -II A 3. Note that not all terms are applicable for all species. doubly ionized aluminum Sputtered and twice ionized particle Ti titanium atom Sputtered particle Ti + singly ionized titanium Sputtered and ionized particle Ti 2+ doubly ionized titanium Sputtered and twice ionized particle
Neutral particle balance
The rate at which species are sputtered off the target (Al and Ti in the present work) is given by a generation term
where n stands for neutral atom sputtered off the target and i stands for the ion involved in the process, Γ
RT i is the flux of ion i towards the target, S RT is the area of the sputtered region (race track), Y i (E i ) is the energy dependent sputter yield for ion i bombarding the target, and V IR is the total volume of the IR. The sputter yields depend on the ion energies E i which we take to be the discharge voltage U D (t). Thus the sputter yield follows the discharge voltage waveform and is time dependent (see [26] ). Here i = Ti
or Ar + . In addition, neutral atoms produced through volume reactions in the IR and coming from the target are lost as they diffuse out of the IR, described by the loss term
where Γ n,diff is the flux of neutral atoms or molecules, and L = z 2 −z 1 is the distance through the IR, which represents the typical length that species with a directed flow from the target travel when diffusing out of the IR. The flux is
where λ n,Ar is the mean free path for a target atom and Γ n,0 is the random flux governed by the thermal velocity of the particle coming off the target. We herein approximate the sputtered Ti neutral-neutral cross section with a typical effective momentum-exchange cross section of 2 × 10 −19 m −2 [27] . Approximating with billiard-ball collisions, this value is taken to be independent of the energies of the neutral populations. The velocity of the particle coming off the target is
and T n is the temperature for the neutral species n. The cathode target of a magnetron is heated by ion bombardment which leads to an elevated gas temperature close to the target.
In addition there can during the pulses be a time variation of the gas temperature due to the sputter wind. Both processes have been measured by tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TD-LAS) in a discharge for which an elevated gas temperature was included in the IRM [9] . In the present work, however, we lack a measured value and therefore the gas temperature in the model is kept constant at 300 K.
For the terms R g,refill , R g,kick−out , and R g,return , we will focus on the neutral species of the working gas, here argon. It is well known that gas rarefaction lowers the density of the working gas inside the IR below the value in the surrounding gas reservoir, n g,0 [28] [29] [30] [31] . This gives a back-diffusion (gain) term
where the subscript g stands for the atoms of the working gas and v ran is their random thermal velocity as defined in Eq. (6) . In the present case, the argon gas diffusional refill term is determined by the gas temperature and the gas density difference (n Ar,0 − n Ar ) between the IR and the surrounding volume. By definition, only atoms moving towards the boundary are involved so that the densities are taken to be one half of the volume densities.
In the IRM, gas rarefaction by the effect of the sputter wind [28] is implemented as an argon kick-out term by collisions with fast sputtered particles coming from the target. For each of the neutrals Y of the working gas, including the metastable states, the particle balance includes a loss term
where X here stands for the species sputtered off the target and their ions, singly and doubly ionized. The sum is taken over all the states of that sputtered species. A multiplication of the flux reductions by the mass ratio m M /m Ar accounts for the conservation of momentum.
is the probability of a collision inside the IR [4] , and λ M,Ar is defined as above. As an example, the kick-out term for the ground state neutral argon density equation is, in the IRM, given as
where we have replaced (1/2)v ran,X n X,i in Eq. (8) with the flux Γ X,i , and S BP is the area of the annular cylinder facing the lower density plasma outside the IR (bulk plasma).
The outwards argon momentum gain is thereby obtained through the reduction of metal outwards momentum flow, and is therefore proportional to the flux difference between the metal (atoms and ions) outwards fluxes that would be obtained in the absence of collisions with argon (indexed 0 in the equation) and the actual metal fluxes that are reduced by momentum exchange collisions (indexed diff).
In the IRM, we do not only consider cold argon neutrals with density n Ar C and metastable argon with density n Ar m , but also two populations originating from argon ions that bombard the target and then return to the discharge volume as neutrals: warm argon atoms with density n Ar W and hot argon atoms with density n Ar H . The hot component is assumed to return almost immediately, after mixing in the hot spot created by the ion impact. It is therefore ascribed a temperature with an energy of the same order as the sputtered species, typically a few eV. The warm population Ar W is assumed to first penetrate the target surface, and then slowly diffuse back as atoms. Its energy is taken to be the thermal energy of the surface, with about 0.1 eV (∼ 1000 K) as an upper bound [25] . Furthermore, a fraction ξ pulse ξ H of the recombined Ar + ions is assumed to return as hot neutrals Ar H during the pulse, and a fraction ξ pulse (1 − ξ H ) is assumed to return as warm neutrals Ar W during the pulse. The hot argon atoms are approximated to have an effective temperature of 4/3 eV (average energy of 2 eV) based on computer simulations [5] . Here ξ pulse is a parameter that tells how much of the trapped Ar is returning during the pulse. In the present case we assume ξ pulse = 1 (i.e. 100 % of the Ar returns during the pulse). The choice of ξ pulse = 1 is motivated elsewhere [5, 7] . As default we therefore use a standard set: 50 % are Ar W with T Ar W = 0.1 eV, and 50 % are Ar H with T Ar H = 2 eV. Thus, for hot argon neutrals Ar H there is a generation term
where V IR is the volume of the IR, and Γ
RT Ar
+ is the flux of Ar + ions towards the target. For the generation of warm neutrals ξ H is replaced by (1 − ξ H ) in the term above. Coming from the target, the hot argon neutrals Ar H and the warm argon neutrals Ar W have a directed flux away from the target, giving a loss out of the IR at random velocity (Eq. (6) above), and thus a loss rate
where Z stands for H for hot and W for warm argon atoms.
The need to assume the two parameters ξ pulse and ξ H for the recombined Ar atoms from the target is one of the weak points of the IRM model. If accurate modeling of gas recycling is desired, these should either be varied to test their influence as in Huo et al [5, 7, 8] , or the values be assessed separately. For the present discharge the sensitivity analysis showed a small importance of gas recycling. We therefore simply put ξ H in the middle of the possible range 0 to 1. We want to stress, however, that it sometimes might be important to choose the parameters for the Ar H and Ar W populations with more care. This would typically be the case if the magnetron has a larger size, or if the plasma density and/or electron temperature are higher. These changes should increase the probability of ionization of the hot and the warm argon gas components, followed by back-attraction to the target. The existence of discharges where this process is even dominating the discharge has been demonstrated by Anders et al. [25] . Using a discharge with a graphite target, they demonstrated that an argon gas recycling trap can develop if the current is high enough. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that working gas recycling dominates a reactive HiPIMS discharge operated in the poisoned mode [11] .
Ion particle balance
For each ion there is a loss rate given as
where i stands for the particular ion, and Γ BP i is the flux of ion i across the boundary towards the lower density plasma. However, even though most of the potential falls across the sheath, a fraction of the potential generally penetrates into the ionization region [32] . Thus the ions have a larger probability to be attracted back to the target. To account for this, we have added an adjustable probability β that accounts for the back-attraction of ions. Thus the flux density out of the IR towards the lower density plasma is reduced as required to obtain the assumed ion back-attraction probability β
In earlier versions of the model [4, 26] it was assumed that the ions cross the sheath edge at the racetrack with the Bohm speed. This assumption turns out to be inconsistent with a significant potential drop over the extended presheath, in the range 10 -100 V, as have been observed recently in the HiPIMS discharge [17, 33] . An improved treatment is therefore presented here and used for the calculations. Instead of accounting for spread-out ionization within the IR at various distances from the target we make an approximation based on average quantities. The main assumptions are that the average ion that ends up at the target was produced in the middle of the IR, at a distance (z 2 − z 1 )/2 from the sheath edge, and that the potential difference from this position to the sheath edge is U IR /2. The loss time in the IR for this average ion is under these assumptions
The number of ions in the IR is
Since only a fraction β of the ions are destined to go to the racetrack the total flux towards the race track can be written as β× (number of ions in IR)/(loss time). Notice that this implies that t loss of Eq. (14) is valid also for ions that go to the bulk plasma. We use this as a first approximation for high β values. This gives
Division by S RT gives the flux to the racetrack
where q i is the ion charge and U IR the potential drop over the IR.
Electron balance
In the IRM, two electron populations are implemented: one cold, e C , and one hot, e H .
They are related to the cold electrons found in the IR and the hot secondary electrons ejected from the cathode, and are described in more detail in section II B where the power balance is discussed. Concerning the particle balance, the discharge is assumed to be quasi-neutral 13 and the density of the cold electrons is given by
where Z i is the charge state of the positive ion, n +,i is the density of the positive ion i, n −,i is the density of the negative ion i, and where the density of the hot electrons is obtained from their effective electron temperature T eH and their electron energy density p eH (see section II B) as
The assumption of quasi-neutrality in the IRM is used only to obtain the electron density in the ionization region from the total ion charge density through Eqs. (18) and (19) . When used for this limited purpose it is valid under the condition λ D /l c ≪ 1, where λ D is the Debye length and l c is the system length scale, which, for HiPIMS discharges, is satisfied by typically more than three orders of magnitude. Please notice that the quasi-neutrality assumption gives neither values nor constraints regarding the electric fields and potentials.
These are in the IRM instead assessed through the power balance as described in section II B.
B. Power balance
The power balance equates the power absorbed by the plasma electrons to power losses due to processes, such as elastic and inelastic collisions, de-excitation processes, and Penning ionization. Before treating the power balance, we will first describe the cold and hot electron populations and how electrons are heated. The use of two electron populations have essentially two effects. First, this treatment gives a more accurate account of the cost of ionization as a function of electron energy. For example, metal ionization degree, degree of self-sputtering, and bulk electron temperature tend to decrease, while gas rarefaction and plasma density tend to increase, as compared to the first version of the IRM where only one electron population is assumed [4] . These trends can be understood from the lower energy cost of ionization by the now introduced population of hot electrons. Second, this makes it possible to quantify two mechanisms of electron heating: secondary electron acceleration across the sheath and Ohmic heating in the IR. The power transfer to the electrons is given 14 by P e = P SH + P Ohm (20) where P e is split up into sheath energization P SH and Ohmic heating P Ohm in the ionization region. This is achieved by splitting the discharge voltage up into the potential drop over the sheath and the potential drop over the ionization region, U D = U SH + U IR , as shown in Figure 1 . In each volume, the electrons get a part of the total electric power, I D U SH and I D U IR respectively, that is given by the fraction of the current the electrons carry.
The electron current in the sheath is obtained from the model-calculated ion currents to the target as
where γ Ar + ,eff = γ Ar + mǫ e (1 − r) is the effective secondary electron emission yield for Ar + -ions bombarding the target and γ M 2+ ,eff = γ M 2+ mǫ e (1 − r) is the effective secondary electron emission yield for doubly ionized metal ions bombarding the target, and ǫ e represents the fraction of the electron energy that is used for ionization before being lost from the discharge process [22] . The terms within the parenthesis to the right gives the number of secondary electrons that are emitted by argon ions I Ar + γ Ar + and twice ionized metal ions
from the target. The number of electrons that actually leave the cathode is reduced by the recapture probability r, while a factor m (equal or greater than unity) accounts for ionization within the sheath [34] . The factor 1/2 in front of the second term accounts for the fact that each M 2+ ion carries a charge 2e. There is no I M + γ M + term because secondary emission coefficient of the single ionized metal γ M + = 0 for the ion energy range studied here, below 1 keV [35] .
In the ionization region the electrons are heated by Ohmic heating [7] given by
Here J e /J D is the volume average of the fraction of the discharge current in the IR that is carried by electrons, as shown in the right half of Figure 1 . As an average over the ionization region we typically take J e /J D ∼ 1/2 [7] . The sheath potential is given by
In the IRM, U IR is defined as a fraction of the total input discharge voltage, The two routes of heating are depositing energy into different parts of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF). These electron populations have different ionization rate constants and different effective costs of ionization, and therefore are treated separately as one hot and one cold component. As shown and discussed in detail by Huo et al. [7] , a combination of two fortunate circumstance makes it possible to put forward a quite accurate and yet simple model for the ionization rate for the complicated EEDF in HiPIMS discharges. by the most likely process, i.e., the shortest time constant. We see that there is a division at ∼30 eV electron energy: energies below that limit will most quickly become part of a thermal Maxwellian population, while electrons above that energy will be more likely to lose energy in an ionization event. As a result the EEDF below a thermalization limit will be 16 maintained as a Maxwellian distribution, while in the high energy range it will be spread out in the form of a high energy tail. The first of the fortunate circumstances referred to above is that the whole cold population is kept Maxwellian. This is basically a result of the high plasma density in HiPIMS discharges, and means that for the cold population we need only to keep track of the electron temperature in order to accurately obtain all excitation and ionization rates. The second fortunate circumstance is illustrated in Figure 2 (b) and concerns the high energy tail, above the thermalization limit which here is drawn at 30
eV. The ionization rate coefficient σ i v e for Ar by monoenergetic electrons (the black curve)
varies quite slowly, only a factor 1.5 in the whole energy range from 30 eV to 1000 eV. The average rate coefficient σ i v e calculated for a Maxwellian distribution varies even less (the red curve), and lies close to the curve for σ i v e . This means that, to obtain the Ar ionization rate, the most important reaction for the hot tail, do not need to resolve the details of the high energy EEDF -any distribution that has the right number of electrons, and with a reasonable average energy, will give a quite good ionization rate. For simplicity the hot electron population is in the IRM approximated by a Maxwellian. This is made by ascribing a temperature to the hot electrons such that (3/2)T e,hot = F We H eU D , with F We H = 0.5 as a default value. Note that this does not mean we assume the hot population to really have a thermal distribution. Rather, we use the fact that the ionization rate coefficient is insensitive to the actual shape of the hot EEDF and therefore can be approximated by the easily available expression for a thermal distribution.
At each electron impact ionization of the hot electron population the effective cost of ionization E i,eff , and the remaining energy is shared between the two resulting electrons in some statistical manner. If one of the two electrons falls below the e-e thermalization limit (≈ 30 eV in the example chosen above), the hot electron population loses also the energy of this cooler electron. The power balance equation for the hot population for each ionization event includes an average loss due to this process. An ionization then gives an energy loss E c,eff + E htc where htc denotes hot-to-cold and E c,eff is the effective cost of ionization [36, p. 81-82] . The term E htc also provides an energy input into the cold electron energy equation.
The case where both electrons remain in the hot population also needs a comment.
Visualize a hot electrons history as sliding down in energy from the injected beam energy down to the cold population. The distance it travels in energy is proportional to the number of ionizations made. If both electrons after an ionization fall in the hot population, then the initial hot electron jumps over a distance along the energy axis, and the other electron jumps in at a position to compensate for this reduction in energy. The energy reservoir in the hot population, and hence total number of subsequent ionizations that will be produced, remain the same, while the rate of ionization is doubled as long as both electrons are active.
Here we formulate the equations such as they would look if the second electron had dropped immediately into the cold population, keeping in mind that this will give the correct total ionization, but underestimate the instantaneous ionization rate somewhat.
The temporal development of the cold electron temperature is followed by the rate equa-
where f is used as the first fitting parameter, as defined in Table I , and
is the ionization frequency [ionizations m The terms (3/2)T C e in Eq. (23) refers to the average energy required for a new free electron to obtain the average cold electron temperature. For details and additions of negative ions, please refer to Gudmundsson et al. [11] . As discussed above, the hot electrons are followed by a rate equation for the density rather than the temperature or average energy:
The square bracket keeps track of the rate of change of the total energy in the hot population. for Ti [9] , and through charge exchange Ar + + M −→ M + + Ar with a rate coefficient
The rate coefficient for the electron impact ionization of aluminum is calculated from the electron impact ionization cross sections given by Freund et al. [39] . The rate coefficient for electron impact ionization of Al + to create Al 2+ is based on the cross sections given by
Hayton and Pert [40] and McGuire [41] . The first ionization potential of Al is 5.99 eV while the second ionization potential is 18.8 eV. The collision energy loss E Al c per electron-ion pair created for the aluminum atom is calculated using the electron impact ionization cross section, electron impact excitation cross section (to levels 4s, 3d and 4p only) and elastic cross sections calculated by Wells and Miller [42] .
The electron impact ionization cross section for Ti is taken from Bartlett et al. [ with a peak at 1/5 of the peak of the ionization cross section. The cross section for electron elastic scattering by Ti is assumed to be the same as for nitrogen atoms [46, 47] .
For the secondary electron emission yield for argon ions bombarding an aluminum target we use the values measured by Yamauchi and Shimizu [48] . A fit to their measured values in the range 700 -1500 V gives γ Ar + = 0.0769 + E Ar + × 1.1823 × 10 −5 , where E Ar + is the Ar + -ion bombarding energy in eV, which we extend to zero energy. For self-sputtering Al
Al + , based on the data collected by Hayward and Wolter [49] and the calculation by the SRIM code given by Anders et al. [16] [38] a Estimated due to lack of data
IV. EXPERMENTAL DETAILS
The model is applied to explore two sets of experimental data. The first set is from an argon discharge with an Al target performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [16] and the second set is from an argon discharge with a Ti target performed at the University of Liverpool [54] [55] [56] .
A. Argon discharge with Al target
The first set of experiments, here used as input to the IRM, were performed by Anders et al. [16] using a planar, balanced magnetron equipped with an Al target. The target was 50 mm in diameter and 6.25 mm thick and the diameter of the circular race track was 25 mm. The power was supplied by a SPIK2000A pulse power supply operated under a pressure of 1.8 Pa in an Ar atmosphere. The gas was supplied near the target and the total pressure was monitored by an MKS Baratron gauge. Unipolar pulses with a fixed discharge 21 voltage were applied to the cathode. The nominal voltage was adjustable up to 1000 V, the arc threshold was set to 120 A, and the pulse length was 400 µs. This power supply maintains the discharge voltage throughout the full pulse length. Further details concerning the experimental conditions can be found elsewhere [16] .
The measured temporal variation of the discharge current for various constant square discharge voltages is shown in Figure 3 (a) . One common feature of these current-time traces is that they all have a peak followed by a steady plateau stage. The initial current peak current value depends on the applied voltage, the peak value increases with increased discharge voltage. According to Anders et al. [16] , the current goes through the initial pressure-dependent and working gas dominated phase to a later power-dependent and target material-dominated phase that involves self-sputtering. In the present work, the whole set of experimental discharge conditions seen in Figure 3 (a) were investigated using the IRM model to see if the model was able to reproduce the currents during all the peak and plateau phases.
B. Argon discharge with Ti target
The second set of experiments were performed by Mishra et al. [54] [55] [56] using a 150 mm diameter Ti target. During the experiment the magnetic field strength was changed by moving the inner or outer magnetic poles. The HiPIMS discharges were generated by a SINEX 3.0 HiPIMS power supply operated in an argon atmosphere at a pressure of 0.54 Pa.
The experiments were conducted at three different pulse frequencies (75 Hz, 100 Hz, and 150 Hz) and four different magnetic field strengths here denoted BF1 to BF4 [54, 55] . The HiPIMS discharge pulse width was in all cases set to 100 µs. BF1 represents the strongest magnetic field configuration with a total magnetic field strength |B| at the target surface of the race track of about 380 Gauss. By pulling back the magnets behind the target, the magnetic field strength |B| was progressively lowered to 320, 250, and 180 Gauss at the same position, corresponding to BF2, BF3, and BF4 cases, respectively. The field strengths were determined from bench measurements of the magnetic field taken in the axial (B z ) and radial directions (B r ) using a Hall probe [56] . Examples of the spatially resolved magnetic field maps are given by Mishra et al. [54] . The temporal variation of the discharge current and voltage for the Ti target for various magnetic field strengths for the three pulse frequencies 22 is shown in Figure 4 . This power supply does not maintain the voltage throughout the full pulse length and the voltage decreases with time during the pulse.
V. MATCHING THE MODEL TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The discharge voltage U D (t) is used as an input variable and therefore an energetically self-consistent model run is obtained when modeled and experimentally determined discharge currents agree, i.e. I Calc = I D (t). The model current is calculated at the target surface as
Here, Γ i represent the different ion fluxes (particles per m 2 and s), as they enter the cathode sheath, S RT is the area of the race track, and γ i,eff represent the various effective secondary electron emission yields due to ions (i) bombarding the target.
Three model fitting parameters are used. The first fitting parameter is the probability for ions present in the IR to leave this volume toward the target, denoted β. In the literature, this parameter is often referred to as the ion back-attraction probability for the metal ion [57] . Typically we use the same value of β for the ions of the working gas and for the metal ions in our IRM runs. The second fitting parameter is the potential drop across the IR, U IR , which was discussed in the introduction and seen in Figure 1 . In practice, U IR is set using the ratio of U IR to the discharge voltage U D denoted by f , i.e. f = U IR (t)/U D (t), see also table I. The described treatment gives a two-dimensional parameter space for model fitting. In the fitting procedure, the value of β is varied in the range from 0 to 1 and, for each β, the value of U IR is selected that gives the best fit of I Calc (t) to the experimentally determined discharge current waveform I D (t). For the discharges with an Al target, the third fitting parameter, the electron recapture probability r, can be varied in the full range The best reproduced currents for the discharges with Ti target operated at different pulse frequencies and magnetic field strength are shown in Figure 4 (c), (f), and (i) for pulse frequency of 75, 100 and 150 Hz, respectively. Note that the magnetic field is not taken into account in the IRM so the variation in the parameters due to the magnetic field is only observed indirectly. When the magnetic field is changed in the experiment there is a change in the discharge current waveform. When the IRM is then adapted to the new waveform, the internal discharge chemistry becomes that of the discharge with the changed magnetic field. Figures 4 (b) and (c), (e) and (f), and (h) and (i) on the other hand, it is concluded that the IRM could follow the current trends closely and match the discharge currents within the acceptable error range for all discharges investigated, for both short and long pulses and for both a fixed discharge voltage and a discharge voltage that varies within the pulse.
By comparing Figures 3 (a) and (b) on one hand and
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A. Sensitivity analysis
Besides the fitting parameters β, f = U IR /U D , and r, there are a few additional internal parameters in the IRM that can be adjusted based on the experimental conditions. We here consider how these influence the results of the model. They include the energy loss to the cold electron population when hot electrons ionize E htc , the recycle parameters ξ pulse and ξ H for the process gas, and the dimension of the ionization region z 2 .
We want to find how the model output varies when varying these parameters. This is directly linked to the important question of how simple the model can be made to reach the same level of self-consistency. Which processes can be left out so that by only adjusting the remaining fitting parameters within a reasonable range gives similar goodness of fits ? For one aspect of the model the answer is clear: a model without Ohmic heating can generally not be made self-consistent from an energy point of view. With realistic secondary electron emission coefficients, electrons accelerated across the sheath simply do not carry enough energy to reproduce real experiments with a measured currents at an applied voltage [8] . Regarding other components of the model the answer varies depending on the target material, the current density, and the target size. The simple rule of thumb is that the model is insensitive to processes that are not important in the discharge. For a 50 mm diameter Al target, a sensitivity analysis in [8] showed that the model results were quite insensitive both to the assumed value of the electron recapture probability r and the efficiency factor F recycle for gas recycling. In this discharge, secondary electrons and recycled process gas were both shown to be unimportant. For the discharge studied in the present work with a 150 mm diameter Ti target, a similar sensitivity analysis (not shown) reveals a large sensitivity to r, but still a small sensitivity to F recycle . This is consistent the finding that secondary electrons play a significant role, but not gas recycling. Here, r is needed as a third model fitting parameter besides β and U IR . Finally, for a fully oxygen-poisoned 75 mm diameter Ti target studied by Gudmundsson et al. [11] , both secondary electrons and gas recycling needed to be included. We propose that, in order to determine how simple the model can be made in a special case, one has to run the complete version and identify possible unimportant processes.
In Huo et al. [8] the two parameters ξ pulse and ξ H are combined into one single parameter, F recycle that quantifies the argon gas recycling efficiency. The returning fluxes during the pulse of hot and warm argon are a fraction (ξ pulse ξ H ) and (ξ pulse (1 − ξ H )), respectively, of the total influx of argon ions to the target. The most efficient recycling of argon, F recycle = 1, is obtained when all the argon returns during the pulse and at the target temperature. The opposite, and the most inefficient recycling, corresponds to F recycle = 0, when all the argon returns between the pulses and thereby is not involved in the discharge. F recycle = 0.5 is when all the argon, half hot and half warm, returns to the discharge during the pulse. Please note that F recycle = 1 only means that the parameters ξ pulse and ξ H are set to the values that give maximum recycling which is then calculated by the model. The recycled fraction of Ar can be very small even if F recycle = 1. One such case is described by Huo et al. [8] , and identified as due to a small probability of ionization of argon atoms during their transit from the target through the IR.
In conclusion, we find that the model is robust against changes of additional internal parameters (within reasonable ranges) and that two fitting parameters are sufficient for the Al target while three are needed for the Ti target. Finally, we see in Table IV , that f is always in the range 0.11 -0.29 which means that the voltage drop across the IR is in the range 100 -163 V.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we discuss the results of the model runs for the two different experimental setups.
In particular we explore the ionization fractions, the electron heating mechanisms and the discharge current composition. Furthermore, we compare the results from a discharge with Al target to a discharge with Ti target. In the present work we have focused on the ions and electrons and will show that the ion composition, in the current at the target surface, holds the key to the differences between the investigated discharges targets materials Al and Ti, while the electron energization determines the effect of varying the magnetic field strength.
A. Differences between the discharges
Let us first look at the data, before giving physical explanations. Figure 5 (a) -(c) shows the temporal behavior of the ionization degree, n i /( n i,i + n n ), for (a) n i = n Ar + , (b) n i = n Al + , and (c) n i = n Al 2+ for the discharge with the Al target, and for voltages U D in the range from 360 V to 1000 V. Here n n is the neutral density for the species investigated and n i,i is the sum over all ions of that species. For the discharge with Ti target the corresponding fractions are shown in Figure 6 for the different magnetic field strengths and frequencies studied.
For the discharge with Al target, it is seen in Figure 5 (a) that the degree of Ar ionization is always well below 10 %. For low discharge voltages it follows rather well the time-evolution of the discharge current. For higher discharge voltages the degree of Ar ionization, except for a short initial peak, decreases with increased discharge voltage. In an earlier study [8, Fig. 5(b) ] we saw that although the discharge current increased with increased discharge voltage (and here we see in figure 5 (d) that n e increases), the electron temperature T e decreases substantially. This explains how there can be a decreasing ionization efficiency of Ar with increasing discharge voltage. For higher discharge voltages the first peak is, however, higher than the following plateau value and the initial ionization peak value is highest for the highest discharge voltage of 1000 V. This result is connected to an initial burst of hot electrons, also seen experimentally [58, 59] , which effectively ionizes the argon working gas during the initial stage of the discharge pulse. In the case of the discharges with Ti target, the degree of Ar ionization reaches at most 18 % for the highest peak current, Figure 6 (a).
Here, the degree of argon ionization always follows the trend of the current evolution.
The degree of ionization for the sputtered metal is considerably higher for the singly charged metal ions compared to the argon ions, see Figure 5 (b) for the Al + ionization fraction and Figure 6 (d), (e) and (f) for the Ti + ionization fraction, and reaches about 60 % for the highest peak currents in both cases. The temporal behavior of these ion fractions follows rather well the discharge current evolution, as expected, since a large fraction of the current is carried by the singly charged metal ions. For increasing discharge voltage, we see in Figure 5 (b) that the ionization degree of Al + increases as the ionization degree of Ar + decreases along with decreasing electron temperature T e . With this shift in the ion composition the total ion density increases as seen in the increasing electron density with increasing discharge voltage as seen in Figure 5 (d) . In fact, the electron density for a discharge with Al target shown in Figure 5 (d) follows closely the discharge current shown in Figure 3 . For the Ti target the degree of Ti ionization stays pretty high during the entire pulse, but decreases for decreasing magnetic field strength |B|. Notice that the degree of of Ti ionization even increases at pulse-off for the strongest magnetic field BF1 and BF2, as seen in Figures 4 (d) , (e) and (f). The explanation is that for these cases the discharge voltage U D drops to zero well before the pulse-end, as seen in Figures 4 (a) , (d) and (g), and thereby kills off the sputtering and thus the production of neutral Ti. The remaining Ti + will thereby constitute a large fraction compared to the small Ti neutral density. Another way of seeing that the ion densities are low is to look at the electron densities in Figures 6 (j), (k) and (l), which are very low at pulse-off (t > 100µs) for all cases investigated.
Concerning the twice ionized metal the situation is quite different between the discharges with Al and Ti targets. In the case of Al, the ionization degree of Al 2+ , seen in Figure 5 (c), shows that Al 2+ only plays a minor role, since it never reaches more than about 1 % ionization fraction. It also means that the secondary electron emission due to aluminum ion with an Al target. We see this more clearly in Figure 7 where we explore the discharge current composition for the discharge with Al target at 400 V and 800 V discharge voltage.
When the discharge is operated at 400 V the contributions of Al + and Ar + -ions to the discharge current are very similar, while the contributions from Al 2+ -ions and secondary electrons are much smaller. At 800 V Al + -ions dominate the discharge current while the contribution of Ar + is below 10 % except at the initiation of the pulse, and Al 2+ -ions and secondary electrons have much smaller contribution. The discharge current composition for a discharge with Ti target is shown in Figure 8 . with Ti target can produce significant amounts of multiply charged titanium ions [60, 61] .
Bohlmark et al. [60] claim that while sputtering a Ti target in Ar discharge up to 24 % of the ion flux consists of Ti 2+ . However, while sputtering an Al target in Ar/N 2 mixture
Jouan et al. [62] detect Al 2+ but its intensity is orders of magnitude lower than Al + .
Further evidence of the differences between the discharges with Al and Ti target are found when comparing the fraction of the Ohmic heating [7, 63] Ti target, we instead find a mix of Ohmic heating and sheath energization, which is a result both of the presence of more Ar + -ions, and of the ionization degree of Ti 2+ being at least ten times larger than the ionization degree of Al 2+ . In the Ti target case, the fraction of the total electron heating that is attributable to Ohmic heating is about 0.92 as seen in Figure 6 (m), (n) and (o). These figures also show that decreasing the magnetic field strength (BF1 to BF4) slightly reduces the Ohmic heating fraction for 100 and 150 Hz pulse frequency.
For 75 Hz pulse frequency the Ohmic heating fraction initially decreases with decreasing magnetic field strength but then increases with decreasing magnetic field strength towards the end of the pulse. We will return to the physics behind the observed changes in the Ohmic heating fraction in section VI B.
The difference between the two discharges as surveyed above can be understood within the framework of generalized recycling [11, 25] . The discharge is in this description characterized by the relative fractions of three types of ion currents at the target surface. A primary current I prim is defined as ions of the working gas, here Ar + , that are ionized for the first time and then drawn to the target. This is the dominating current in dc magnetron sputtering discharges but, as Huo et al. [8] showed, the maximum steady state supply rate of atoms from the surrounding gas reservoir gives a critical upper limit to how large I prim can become, in practical units
where the constant is K crit ≈ 0.2 for argon gas at room temperature, p g is the gas pressure in Pa, and S target is the target surface area in cm 2 . Discharge currents I D above I crit are only possible if there is some kind of recycling of atoms that leave the target, become subsequently ionized and then are drawn back to the target. Such atoms can either be of the sputtered material which gives a self-sputter recycling current I SS−recycle , or neutralized and returning working gas atoms which gives a gas-recycling current I gas−recycle [11] .
The separate treatment of the two returning Ar H and Ar W populations in the IRM allows us to characterize the studied discharges with respect to the contributions of these three current types. For the Al target discussed here the critical current from Eq. (27) is I crit = 7
A. Figure 3 shows that the experiment is operated from far below I crit to high above it, up to 36 A. The trend with increasing current above I crit is that I prim gradually becomes a very small fraction of the discharge current I D , which instead becomes mainly carried by singly charged Al + ions, meaning that the current I SS−recycle dominates. Also the energy balance changes character at high currents. The domination of Al + -ions, which have zero secondary electron emission yield, has the consequence that there is negligible sheath energization.
The energy balance in the discharge therefore becomes dominated by Ohmic heating. Let us call this discharge "type A", and by contrast define the other extreme as "type B": a hypothetical discharge with little SS-recycling and significant working gas-recycling, and with little Ohmic heating and significant sheath energization. With this classification we can identify the discharge with Al target as an almost pure "type A" discharge.
Also the discharges with the Ti target is operated with peak current far above the critical current (up to 650 A, while I crit = 19 A). However, this discharge shows close to a 50/50 combination of self-sputter recycling I SS−recycle and working gas-recycling I gas−recycle . As regard to the energy balance, almost 2/3 of the current to the target is here carried by Ar + and Ti 2+ -ions, see Figure 8 , which both can emit secondary electrons upon target bombardment, and this gives a significant sheath energization. These two observations hold for the whole range of studied |B|-field strengths. The discharge with Ti target can be classified as "type AB", somewhere mid-between type A and type B.
The question is why a discharge with currents above I crit goes in one or the other direction in the range from type A to type B, in particular how it depends on the gas pressure, how it scales with the size of the target, and how it is influenced by the atomic and material properties of the target material. Here we can make the following observations:
• The difference in pressure (1.8 Pa and 0.54 Pa) influences the critical current according to Eq. (27) . Since both discharges are operated far above I crit they are therefore forced into some type of recycling, but the pressure difference does not directly favor type A or type B.
• The larger linear size, by a factor of three, of the Ti target gives a larger extent of the ionization region perpendicular to the target. This increases the probability for returning Ar atoms from the target to become ionized and back-attracted during their transit through the IR which favors I gas−recycle and should push the Ti target discharge towards type B as observed.
• The self-sputter yield is Y SS = 1.6 for Al + -ions at 1000 eV energy which makes selfsputter recycling easy, and favors type A. By contrast Y SS = 0.5 for Ti + -ions at 400
-600 eV energy (the discharge voltage at current maximum which depends on the |B|-field strength). This disfavors I SS−recycle and therefore should push the Ti target discharge towards type B as observed.
• The ionization threshold for twice ionized Al 2+ , 18.8 eV, is so high that few such ions are produced, and thus as a consequence very few secondary electrons are generated by Al 2+ . This acts in a direction of a "low-energy" EEDF, which in turn reduces the rate of Ar ionization, reduces I gas−recycle , and therefore should push the discharge with the Al target towards type A as observed. The situation is reversed for the discharge with Ti target, where the ionization threshold for creating Ti 2+ is much lower, 13.58 eV, and thus should push the discharge towards type B as observed.
In summary, we can conclude that there are several separate reasons for the observed differences between the discharges investigated, and that all of them (which might be circumstantial) act so as to give the observed difference. The most important aspect, however, is proposed to be the difference in self-sputter yield.
B. The effect of varying B-field strength
For the discharges with a Ti target, we see the contributions to the discharge current for two cases, weak and strong magnetic field, at 75 Hz pulse frequency, in Figure 8 . We see that a stronger magnetic field leads to a higher discharge current, see also Figure 4 .
The higher magnetic field strength is correlated to more efficient ionization, such that the electron density reaches the highest peak value at 75 Hz for the strongest magnetic field.
The electron density peak decreases with decreasing magnetic field strength and increasing pulse frequency. We also note that a higher magnetic field strength leads to higher relative contribution of Ti 2+ to the discharge current while it lowers the relative contribution of Ti + .
Figures 6 (a) -(i) all show that a lower magnetic field strength |B| gives a lower degree of ionization for argon atoms, metal atoms, and metal ions. Since neutral atoms are not back-attracted, this could also increase the deposition rate. In fact Mishra et al. [54] report that a 33 % reduction in the magnetic field strength increases the deposition rate by a factor of 6 at a typical position of the substrate (100 mm from the titanium target). AlsoČapek et al. [64] report a significant increase in the deposition rate with lowered magnetic field strength while depositing Nb thin films by HiPIMS. This is consistent with results obtained by Bradley et al. [56] , who showed that the product of the probability of ionization and back-attraction to the target, αβ, decreases with decreasing |B| strength. This corresponds to higher ionic fluxes and higher deposition rates at the substrate ∝ (1 − αβ). However, for these two factors, only the decrease of α can be verified by our model runs (see [8, fig. 5 (a)]), since the results in the present work is under the precondition that β is a fixed value at different pulse frequencies and magnetic field strength. However, β is uncertain since the current fits can be made within a range of β values, as explored in a previous work [5] .
The standard wisdom regarding the role of the magnetic field in sputtering magnetrons is that it confines the high energy electrons that have been accelerated across the sheath, and that therefore resulting in their energy is used for ionization rather than being lost from the discharge. In this picture, a reduction of the magnetic field gives a less efficient discharge due to a loss of energetic electron confinement, less ionization, and a lower current at a given input power. The effect of changing the |B|-field strength is here studied only for the discharge with a Ti target, and in a first look the results appear to support this explanation. As can be seen in figure 4 the reduction of |B| from its nominal value results in a decrease of the current while the voltage increases. The effective discharge resistance (R D = U D (I Dmax )/I Dmax ) evaluated at the time of current maximum) is plotted in Figure   9 . As can be seen it decreases by a factor of 3 when the B field is increased by a factor of two. The problem is that it is hard to motivate this large change by a variation in electron confinement. Also for the weaker |B|-field the energetic electrons are well confined in the sense that their gyro radius (of the order of mm) is much smaller than the extent of the ionization region (of the order of cm). An alternative/additional explanation is needed.
This problem can now be resolved through an argument in two steps. The first step is that the IRM shows that a stronger magnetic field gives a higher voltage fraction across the IR. The IRM fitting parameter f = U IR /U D shows the trend, and is drawn by a solid line in Figure 9 from BF1 to BF4. A dashed line furthermore illustrates that this trend in f is consistent with a gradual transition, when |B| is lowered, towards an ordinary glow discharge that is characterized by zero |B|-field and with at most a few volts across the presheath. The second step in the argument is that, through the mechanism of Ohmic heating, a magnetic field adds the possibility of electron energization outside the sheath where it is more efficient than sheath energization (in the sheath typically 90 % of the energy goes to the ions, and is lost to heating the target). To see this more clearly, we first write the secondary electron current in the sheath as I e,SH = I Ar + γ Ar + + can be rewritten as P e = P e,SH + P e,IR = I e,SH (
which is the total power that goes to electron energization obtained by Huo et al. [7] . We can write the electron current in the sheath as I e,SH ∼ γ SE m(1 − r)I D ∼ 0.05I D and based on previous assumption the electron current in the IR is I e,IR ∼ 0.5 × I D . Thus Ohmic heating is more efficient due to I e,SH ≪ I D /2. This increases the ionization rate for a given power input, and therefore gives a higher current at a lower voltage. This is by definition a lower discharge impedance -precisely the trend seen in Figure 9 .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The IRM is a time-dependent plasma discharge model and has been under continuous development during the past seven years. We discuss and summarize the development of the IRM and apply it to explore argon discharge with both Al and Ti target. In the present work, we give a complete description of the most recent version of the IRM, which includes improvements, such as allowing for returning of the working gas atoms from the target, a separate treatment of hot secondary electrons, and addition of doubly charged metal ions.
To show the general applicability of the IRM, two different HiPIMS discharges were investigated. The first set concerns 400 µs long discharge pulses applied to an Al target in an Ar atmosphere at 1.8 Pa and the other has to do with a 100 µs long discharge pulses to a Ti target in an Ar atmosphere at 0.54 Pa. The electron density follows the discharge current for discharge with both Al and Ti target. We find that there is a significant density of Ti 2+ -ions when operating with a Ti target while the density of Al 2+ -ions is low when operating with Al target. We find that Al 2+ -ions contribute negligibly to the production of secondary electrons, while Ti 2+ -ions effectively contribute to the production of secondary electrons.
The model results show that for the argon discharge with Al target the contribution of Al + -ions to the discharge current is over 90 % at 800 V, while Al + -ions and Ar + -ions contribute roughly equally to the discharge current at 400 V. Thus for high currents the discharge with Al target develops almost pure self-sputter recycling, while the discharge with Ti target exhibits close to a 50/50 combination of self-sputter recycling and process gas-recycling.
The reason is shown to be that, for Ti target, a self-sputter yield significantly below unity makes gas-recycling necessary at high currents.
For the Ti target we explored the effects when varying the magnetic field strength. The electron density decreases with increasing pulse frequency and decreasing magnetic field strength. We also demonstrate how the magnetic field strength influences the discharge current and its composition when operating with Ti target and find that stronger magnetic field increases the relative contribution of Ti 2+ -ions to the discharge current. We find that for a discharge with a titanium target the ionization fractions for Ar + -ions, Ti + -ions and Ti 2+ -ions decrease with increased magnetic field strength. The ionization fractions for Ar + -ions, and Ti 2+ -ions decrease with increased pulse frequency. In the discharge with Ti target the B-field was reduced in steps from the nominal value, which resulted in a corresponding stepwise increase in the discharge resistivity. 
